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A relativistic electron ring moving along a conducting wall is acted on by a retarding force due to the ohmic losses of the
image currents in the wall. This force is calculated for an electron ring moving coaxially along a cylinder of arbitrary
thickness. The dependence of the force on the thickness and conductivity of the cylinder and on the ring velocity is
discussed.
2 THE RING CURRENT CASE
(1)
div E = 4np,
div B = 0,
moved inside an infinitely thick cylinder has been
calculated by Voskresensky et al. 2 Herrmann3 ,4
has numerically calculated the magnetic compo-
nent of the retarding force for a thin cylinder and
velocities at which the penetration depth of the
ring magnetic· field is large relative to the cylinder
thickness. But since, as we shall show later, the
results strongly depend on the cylinder thickness
and also on the distance of the ring from the wall,
it is interesting to discuss the general case.
In Section II the retarding force component due
to the ring current is calculated. Limiting cases of
the ring close to the wall (aiR ~ 1), and of the thin
cylinder that are important for practical application
are discussed. In Section III, the retarding force
produced by the ring charge is given and again
various limiting cases are discussed. Finally,
Section IV finishes with a discussion of the appli-
cation of the results to the electron ring accelerator.
To take the case of a neutral ring current first, the
starting point is Maxwell's equations
a
curlE = --Bat '
curl B = 4nj + :t E,
(velocity of light c = 1). Introducing cylindrical
coordinates (r, <p, z), we have to solve Eqs. (1) for
the following charge and current densities p, j
Fz = eEz - eVq>Br
As Ez is produced by the ring charge alone and Br
by the ring current alone; the contributions of the
ring charge and ring current are additive and can
be calculated separately. The retarding effect
becomes particularly large if the distance a of the
ring from the wall becomes small. In this approxi-
mation (aiR ~ 1) the retarding force on a ring
In the electron ring accelerator l conducting struc-
tures near the electron rings, may be favourable,
e.g., to suppress the negative mass instability or to
improve the focusing of the rings by means of image
effects. However, due to the finite conductivity
of the structure the induced image currents lead to
ohmic losses, which give rise to a retarding force on
the electron ring. This affects the ring dynamics.
The retarding force can be of advantage for slowing
down the ring, but it can have a very undesired
effect if the ring is to be accelerated.
In this paper we consider the retarding force on
an infinitely thin electron ring with major radius R
which moves inside or outside a hollow cylinder
of thickness d and conductivity (1. The electrons
rotate in the ring with the velocity vCP' and the ring
moves as a whole parallel to the ring axis with the
velocity Vz (Figure 1). The retarding force F z on the
electrons consists of an electric and a magnetic
component:
1 INTRODUCTION
t This work was performed under the terms of the agreement





in the three different regions I: °< t < T, II:
T < r < T + d, III: r > T + d.
I: p = 0, j = J( -sin cp, cos cp, 0)
x b(z - vzt)b(r - R),
II: p = 0, j = O'E,
III: p = 0, j = 0,
In addition, it is required that BI be regular for
r = 0, and that Bnl vanish for r = 00.
If the ring velocity Vz is kept constant, it can be
assumed that the fields become st~tionary in the
sense that all quantities only depend on z - Vz t
and r. Introducing the Fourier transform B(k, r)
defined by
where J is the ring current, 0' the conductivity and d
the thickness of the cylinder. The electron ring is
moving inside the cylinder (Figure 1). Because of f
+OO
B(z - vzt, r) = _ao B(k, r)eiky,(z- v,t) dk,
(5)
x Bn(k, r) = 0,
( a2 1 a 1 2)- + - - - - - k Bnl(k, r) = 0.ar2 r ar r2III:
B,(k, r) = B,(k)I 1(kr)





(kr), r > R, (7)
Bn(k, r) = BII (k)I 1(sr) + Blt(k)K 1(sr),
Bnlk, r) = Bnl(k)K 1(kr)
and inserting (5) in (3), one obtains
with s = (k 2 - 4niO'kvzYz)1 /2. The functions II
and Klare the modified Bessel functions. The
coefficients B,(k), BII(k), BIT(k) and Bn,(k) can be
determined by using the four boundary conditions
(4).
The force on each electron is given by FM =
-evlf)Br(z - vzt = 0, r = R). Inserting the expres-
sion for BI(k, r) into (5) yields for the force F M in the
Because of the reality condition B*(k, r) = B( - k, r)
(B*(k, r) is the complex conjugate of B(k, r)) the
field B(z - vzt, r) can be determined from B(k, r)
with k > 0. Therefore, in the following, it will be
assumed throughout that k > 0. The general
solution of (6), regular at r = °and vanishing for




at r = T + d.
zp~~~z~~
U T R .
--'----_'--IIt I • _
Vz Z
x b(z - vzt)b(r - R),
a2 a
II: I1rBn - at2 Bn - 4nO' at Bn = 0',
a2
I1r Bnl - at2 Bnl = 0,
FIGURE 1 Schematic of configuration
As a consequence of Maxwell's equations the
tangential components of the electric and magnetic
fields have to be continuous at the surface of the
conducting cylinder, which leads to the following
boundary conditions for Br :
a a
BI = Bn, ar B1 = ar Bn at r = T,
III:
(The index r is replaced by the region label), where
a2 1 a 1 a2
I1r = -a2 + - -a - 2 + -a2·
r r r r Z
a/acp == °and the special form of Eqs. (2) it can be
assumed that the only nonvanishing components
of the electric and magnetic fields are ElfJ' Br , Bz •
Eliminating Elf) and Bz, one gets the following
equations for Br :
a2 4n a
I: I1r BI - -a2 BI = - -J-at Vz t





[s10(s)K 1(x) + xl1(s)Ko(x)]A
- [sKo(s)K 1(x) - xKo(x)K 1(s)]Bx------~-------[s1o(s)l 1(X), - xlI(s)lo(x)]A
- [sKo(s)ll (X) + xlo(x)K 1(s)]B
with
A = SKO(S ;)K1(X ;) - XK 1(S ~)Ko(X ~}
B = SI0 (S ~)K{X ~) + X1{S ~)Ko(X ~}
(9)
wheres = (x2 - iATx)1/2,A = 4nO"vzYz, U = T + d
and x = k,T. In terms of ring data, the current J is
given by J = eNevq>/2nR, where N e is the number
ofelectrons in the ring, R the major ring radius and
vq> the transverse velocity of the electrons. Now, in
order to discuss the dependence of the force on the
longitudinal velocity vz ' one has to know the
transverse velocity Vcp as a function'of Vz . If electric
acceleration in the z-direction is assumed, the
transverse momentum is a constant of motion.
From this, it follows that Vcp = v~Yz' where v~ is
the transverse velocity at the beginning of the
acceleration and yz = (1 - V;)-1/2 is the longi-
tudinal relativistic factor.
Finally, for a ring moving inside the cylinder
(R < T), one gets for the drag force
F __ meroNev~2 (R d )
M - 2nR(T _ R) gi T' T' AT
with
( R d _: ) 4R(T - R) Joo 2( R)gi T' T,AT= T fm 0 dx1 1 x y
(11)
where, A and B are given in Eqs. (9) and s =
(x 2 - iATx)1/2,A = 4nO"vz yz;meis the electron mass
and r0 the classical electron radius.
The corresponding calculation for the ring
moving outside the cylinder (R > U) gives the
following expression for the drag force:
F __ meroNev~2 (R d )
M - 2nR(R _ U) go U' U' AU, (12)
where
gO(~' ~, AU) = 4R(RU~ U) fm f) dXKi(x ~)
[slo(.s)ll(x) - xlo(x)ll(S)]C
- [sKo(S)ll(X) + xlo(x)K1(S)]D
with
c = SKo(S ~}l(X ~) + X10(X ~)K{S ~}
D = Slo(S ~}{x ~) - X10(X ~}{s ~}
(14)
and s = (x 2 - iXAU)1/2, A = 4nO"vzyz.
In Figures 2a and b and Figures 3a and b, the
functions gi(R/T, d/T, AT) and go(R/U, diU, AU) are
plotted ,as- function of p = Aa (a = T - R or
a = R - U, respectively) for different values of d/a
and R/T, R/U. The plots show that for sufficiently
small d/a the curves have the same shapes and are
only shifted in the p-direction.
This result can be -found directly by taking
the limit of a thin cylinder in gi and go. As-
suming in these cases {A/(T - R»1/2d ~ 1 and
(A/(R - U»1/2d ~ 1, respectively, one gets the
following approximations for gi and go :
.(R ~ AT) = 4R(T' - R)
gz T 'T' T 2 r
x Joo dx x 2Ii(x(RjT))Ki(x)
o 1 + r2x 2Ii(x)Ki(x)'
(15)
and
( R ~ AU) _ 4R(R - U)go U'·U' - U2 r
x Joo dx x 2Ii(x)Ki(x(R/U»
o 1 + r2x 2Ii(x)Ki(x)'
(16)
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FIGURES 3a and b For a ring moving outside a hollow cyl-
inder the retarding force FM = -(meroNev~2/2nR(R - U))go
is plotted as function of p = 4naavz }'z and d/a.
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FIGURES 2a and b For a ring moving inside a hollow cylinder
the retarding force FM = -(meroNev~2/R(T - R))· gi is plot-
ted as function of p = 4naavz }'z and d/a.
In this approximation, which is of practical
interest, the force depends on the product of
conductivity (J and thickness d or, in other words,
on the surface resistance of the thin cylinder. In
Figures 4 and 5, the drag force is plotted as a
function of T for different values of R/T and R/U,
respectively.
If the ring moves close to the walls, (T - R) ~ T
or (R - U) ~ U a plane approximation can be
made. Then both functions gi and go have the same
limit g(p, d/a). The following expression is obtained
for g(P, d/a) (Ref. 5),
g(p, ~) = pPAe
roo xdx
x Jo x - iv + (x2 - 2ipx)1/2
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FIGURE 4 For a ring moving inside a thin hollow cylinder
the retarding force FM = -(meroNev~2/2nR(T - R))gi is plot-
ted as function of r = 4nadvz }'z and R/T.
d/a small, the integral (17) can be evaluated analyt-
ically. For d/a = 00 one obtains2
where p = 4naavz }'z and a is the distance of the ring
from the cylinder. For the two limits d/a = 00 and - ! + ~ [J1(p)sin p - N 1(P)COS p], (18)p 2
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( 0
2 1 0 )II: ~ + - -0 - k2 + 4niavz'}'zk En = 0, (22)
or r r
The contribution to the retarding force due to the
ring charge can be similarly calculated. Assuming
first that the ring is moving inside the hollow
cylinder (R < T), we obtain for the charge and
current densities in the three regions (Figure 1):
III: (:r22 + ~ :r - k2 )Em= O.
The conditions that BlfJ and Ez be continuous at the




I: p = Ql5(z - vzt)l5(r - R),
j = (0,0, I)Ql5(z - vzt)l5(r - R)vz,
II: p = 0, j = erE,
3 THE CASE OF A CHARGED RING
III: p = 0,
where Q is the charge line density.
Now the only nonvanishing components of the
electric and magnetic fields are BlfJ , Er , Ez • To find
the retarding force, we need the electric field
component Ez . Inserting Eqs. (21) in Eqs. (1),
eliminating BlfJ and Er and using Eq. (5) yields for
the Fourier transformed Ez the equations (the
index z is dropped and replaced by the region label):
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FIGURE 5 For a ring moving outside a thin hollow cylinder
the retarding force FM = - (meroNev~2/21!R(R - U))go is
plotted as function of r = 4n(Jdvz Y~ and R/U.
q25
g(p ~ 1,~) ~ ~ (~Y/2 (20)
The function g(p, d/a) is plotted in Figure 6 as a
function of p for different values of d/a. For
sufficiently small d/a, the maximum value of
g(p, d/a) is doubled relative to the d = CIJ case, and
the maximum is shifted to higher values of p. The
maxima are reached for d = CIJ at 2neravz '}'Z = 1
and for small d at 2nerdvz '}'Z = 1.
where J 1(p) and N 1(p) are the Bessel and Neumann
functions, respectively. For (1 + p2)1 /4(d/a) ~ 1,
one finds the very simple result
( d) pd/2ag p, ~ = 1 + (pd/2af· (19)




E 0E _k+i4ner/vz'}'z aI = En, - I - - En
or k - i4ner/vz '}'Z or
o k + i4ner/vz '}'Z 0
En = EnI , -0 Em = k ·4 / -0 En·
r -znervz'}'z r
Moreover it is required that EI be. regular at r = °
and EnI vanish for r ~ CIJ. The solution of Eqs. (22)
can be determined in the same way as in the neutral
ring current case. For a ring moving inside the
cylinder (R < T) the force on each electron
Fe = eEz{z - vzt = 0, r = R) yields
rneroNe (R d )
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FIGURE 6 For a ring moving inside or outside close to a
hollow cylinder the retarding force Fe = -(meroNev~2/2nRa)g




h - 4R(T - R) d: foo d 12( R)i - 2 Jm XX 0 x TR 0
(X + 4niaT/vz)Jz)Ko(x)Eo + sK 1(x)E 1X-------------
(X + 4niaT/Vz)Jz)Io(x)Eo - sl 1(x)E 1 '
(25)
Eo = K 1(s)F 0 + I 1(s)F 1,
E1 = -Ko(s)Fo + 10(s)F1,
Fo= SIO(~ ~) + (x + 4;:~:}{S ~} (26)
F I = SKO(S ~) - (X + 4;:~=T)K{S ~}
where s = (x 2 - 4niaTvz)JzX)1/2. The correspond-
ing calculation for a ring moving outside a cylinder
(R > U) gives
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fig.7a
with
h(1,~, VzYz) = fm {~ dx e- X
X 21[ix.(V:Yz + (2lvzYz)) - 1(2/~~ Yz~] 2' (31)
X - lXA(Vz)Jz - (2/vz)Jz)) - (2A /vz)Jz)
+ (x + i(2~/vz )Jz)}s ctgh(Sd/2a)
where s= (x 2 - 2ilvz)Jz X)1/2, 1 = 4naa and a is the
distance of the ring from the cylinder. In Figure 7,
the force h(l, d/a, Vz)Jz) is plotted as a function of
Vz)Jz for different values of dla and 1.
In general, the function h(A, d/a, Vz )'z) depends on
the three variables 1 = 4naa, d/a and Vz)Jz. But
there are regions in which h(l, d/a, Vz)Jz) will be
approximately a function of only one variable.
can then be written 5




4R(R - U) foo 2( R)ho = U2 fm J
o
dxKo x U
(X + 4niaU/vz)Jz)/o(x)Go - S/1(X)G 1
X (x + 4niaU/vz)Jz)Ko(x)Go + sK1(x)G 1'
Go = 11(S)Ho - K 1(S)H b
G1 = lo(S)Ho + Ko(S)H1~
Ho= (x + 4;:~~)KI(S ~) - SKo(S ~} (29)
( 4niaU) (_ T) _ (_ T)HI = X +~ II S U + sIo S U '
where s = (x 2 - 4niaUvz)JzX)1/2.
The general evaluation of the integrals (25) and
(28) will be omitted. To get an upper limit of the
retarding force, it is sufficient to discuss the
case when the ring moves close to the cylinder
(T - R) ~ T and (R - U) ~ U, respectively. In
this plane approximati~nboth functions hi and ho









FIGURE 7 For a ring moving inside or outside close to a
hollow cylinder the retarding force Fe = - (merO N j2nRa)h is
plotted as function of Vz'Yz and d/a for different values of
2 = 4n(Ja.
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FIGURE 8 The position of the maxima of F~ is shown as
function of Vz)'z and d/a for different values of J: = 4naa.
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Characteristic data of an electron ring device for
the acceleration of heavy ions are: number of
electronsNe = 5 x 1012, major ring radius R = 2.5
cm, distance of the ring from the conducting wall
a = 1 cm, the transverse velocity v~ ~ 1 and the
longitudinal velocity Vz : 0 < VzYz < 1. If the con-
ductivity of the applied wall material is varied
between copper (a = 5.2 x 1017 sec- 1) and graph-
ite (a = 7 x 1012 sec- 1) the parameter A will be
in the range of 103 < A < 2 x 108 . If furthermore,
the thickness d of the conducting cylinder is
assumed to be dla ~ 10- 3 the drag force Fe due to
the longitudinal current of the ring electrons is
very small and can be neglected. In the above
described parameter region a good approximation
of Fe is obtained by taking Eq. (32) in the limit
X
K = -()3 ~ 1VzYz
F = _ rneroNe (vzYz)3/2
e 2nRa 4(aa)1/2'
which for the given ring data, the conductivity of
copper and VzYz = 1 yields Fe = 0.05 eVIcm.
The main contribution to the drag force is
given by FM due to the transverse motion of the
(33a)
one obtains for
h(X, ~ = 00, VzYz) = Loo dx
-x 2-fia X (32)
x e x _ 2-fia + 2K' K= (vzyz)3'
The retarding force depends on K = X/(vzYz)3 and
has its maximum at K ~ 0.4
For thin sheets, there are also simple expressions
for the function h(X, dla, VzYz). Assuming
~ d(1 + (2AVzYz)2) 1/4 - ~ 1
a
Beginning with an infinite thick sheet (d = 00),




2 I 2X 4a 2aVzYz + - ~ 22' ---T-2 ~ 1, ---- ~ 1
VzYz VzYz dvzYz dAvzYz





2 I 2X 2aVzYz + - ~ 22'-d' ~ 1,VzYz VzYz AVzYz
h(X,~, Vz yz) = n exp(- d4: 2) d4: 2' (33c)
a VzYz VzYz
The asymptotic behaviqur VzYz ~ 1 of h(X, dla, VzYz)
is found to be
h(X, ~, VzYz) = ~ Cz;zXYI2 (34)
For a more detailed discussion of the function
h(2, dla, VzYz) see Ref. 6.
In Figures 7a and b the function h(X, dla, VzYz) is
plotted as a function of Vz Yz for different values of
dla and 2. Equations (32) and (33a-c) give a good
approximation of the curves near the maxima. To
present an overall picture of the position of the
maxima of h in _Figure 8 they are plotted as
functions of Vzrz, Aand dla.
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ring electrons. For a thick cylinder (d = (0) it
follows from Eqs. (18) and (10) (see Figure 3) that
FMreachesitsmaximumforcopperatvzyz = 10- 8
and, inserting the above given ring data, the maxi-
mum force is FM = 11 keY/cm.
For the more interesting case of a thin cylinder
(d/a ~ 1) the retarding force is given by Eqs. (10)
and (19). The force depends only on Vz yz and the
product ad. This suggests the introduction of the




= _rneroNe 2p[Q]j377vzYz . (36)
2nRa 1 + (2p[QJ/377v z yz)2
With the ring data assumed the maximum force is
F M = 22 keV/cm at a velocity Vz yz = p[nJ/188.5(vz in units of the velocity of light). It is thus shown
that the drag force FM on an intense relativistic
electron ring due to image currents in conducting
walls can reach high values. This retarding force
can be useful if one is .interested in slowing down
the longitudinal motion of an! electron ring. 7 Using
the retarding force [Eq. (36)J the integration of the
equation of motion yields a stopping distance as a
function of the velocity v~
L = Y1- 2nRa (188.5 V~3 + p[Q] vo) (38)
roNe p[nJ 3 188.5 z
where is Y1- = (1 ~ VZ 2 )1 /2. With p = 188.5 v~/J3
the stopping distance becomes a minimum. With
the above ring data and v~ = 0.1 one obtains a
stopping distance L = 3.5 cm. This result shows
that the retarding by means of a resistive cylinder
can be very effective.
On the other hand, if one wants to accelerate
the ring, the drag force can be very embarrassing.
The characteristic behaviour of the retarding
force is, that it first increases with the velocity vz '
then reaches a maximum and finally decreases for
higher Vz • It should be pointed out that above the
maximum, where 0 IFM I/ovz < 0, the contribution
FMto the accelerating forces leads to an unstable
situation for the longitudinal motion. This effect
has been discussed by Herrmann3 ,4 in detail.
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